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I got this book together with the 10 minute retriever. I must say that both are great books. I been

training my lab for 3 months now and I am very suurprised how the training is comming. I have

never trained a gun dog in my life and these two books have made it so easy that you would not

belive it. You just have to read them, do as they say and the dog will do the rest.Do not hesitate on

these two books. If you are just going to buy one of these two go with The working retriever if you

want to even go to trials with your dog. If you want an exellent never failing hunt dog, go with the 10

minute retriever.

This book has long been reveared by retriever trainers - it is great to see it in circulation again. Many

refer to this as "The Bible" (of training that is). There are a lot of junk books out there and for the

beginner who doesn't know quite how or where to start, Quinn's book is an excellent place.

Tom Quinn has produced the finest book on hunting and field-trial retrievers that I've put my hands

on. A beautifully written book with amazing illustrations (also by Tom Quinn). Thanks for

re-publishing this wonderful work.



This is the third copy of Tom's exquisite book; he is the consummate gentleman whom I had the

great pleasure of getting to know him at the Field Trials in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. I have gifted his

marvelous and thorough tome to some of my favorite people who have recently purchased black

Labs -- I've had these wonderful animals most of my life and every time I start a new pup, I

immediately turn to Tom's book for helpful tips and I always learn something new. It is a treasure

that any retriever owner should add to his or her library! Having lost several of my beloved Labs,

Tom's poignant eulogy provides some comfort for my distress, and I heartily endorse anything he

writes (or paints, for that matter since he is such an accomplished artist.

Tom's Book is fabulous. Not only is he a great trainer and dog trial veteran and champion, but I

personally have hunted with him and his dogs and it's all true. It works. One of the greatest living

wildlife artists and sportsman.

I have only read the book and not implemented its techniques but I really enjoyed it. It was a great

book and I think it will work very well. It was well written and even though I am a novice at this, it

was easy to understand. Also, 's customer service is awesome. I am not sure if they shipped me an

empty package, it was messed up by postal workers, or stolen out of the box on my porch but when

I received it my box was empty. I called  and without questions they immediately toldme they would

send me another one on next day shipping. I was floored. Thats what makes  the best, not to

mention the better prices. Hard to shop anywhere else on the net.

Recommended by Westwind Farm. The section specifically on Chesapeakes is very short (about

1/2 page of general info).

This is one of the best books I have read about the labrador retriever. From start to finish this book

is a good reference for the total labrador retriever experience. If you have a lab or or thinking about

getting a lab, this is an excellent reference.
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